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The lab

Interdisciplinary research unit for the management and restoration of river systems and
their catchments working on Multiscale Eco-Hydrology, Ecotoxicology, Microbial Ecotoxi-
cology, Environmental Chemistry, Diffuse Pollution, Catchment Hydrology, and River Hy-
draulics (150+ people)

The team

Downstream

• Core group of a few people including the 3 focal persons for sustainable development at
RiverLy (see Gauthier et al., 2023)

• Numerous contributors on specific tasks

• “Downstream” for downstream impact of research practice

The context

International, cross-disciplinary collective of academic researchers
who share a common goal: to better understand and reduce the
environmental impact of research, especially on the Earth’s climate

INRAE Corporate Environmental Responsibility (INRAE, 2021), See
EOS4.1 talk by Gauthier et al. (2023), Thu, 27 Apr 15:10 Room 0.14

The (long, on-going, difficult) process
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Carbon accounting

• GE1point5 tool developped by Labos1point5 (Mariette et al., 2022)

• Contribution to evaluate the carbon footprint of the whole French research community
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RiverLy carbon footprint

• Major impact of
purchases

• Large impact of COVID
pandemic on travels

• Year-to-year variations
of energy consumption
in premises

The Climate Day: 2022-09-16

1 Awareness-rising workshop

2 Carbon-accounting results 2020-2021

3 Experience sharing with another lab in transition:

4 Action identification workshops on various items:

• Purchases of consumables

• Purchases of equipement

• Travel

• Premises & biodiversity

• Research practice

• Informatics & computing

• Diet

Examples of questionnaire results for next steps
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How would you describe a carbon emission reduction
of 10% per year for each RiverLy research team?

I want to have the lowest negative impact in my work (31)

I agree on reducing my carbon footprint, but to a certain extent (37)

No answer (20)

It is a laudable objective,
but I cannot do my work

without e.g. traveling
abroad by plane (5)

My research is
worth the carbon cost (1)
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To what extent are you ready to adjust your research
topics with respect to their carbon footprint?
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